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Dear colleagues!
We invite you to take part in the scientific forum

«SCIENCEFORUM PAN-ART VI»
VI International Scientific Forum
«Dialogue of Arts and Art Paradigms»
Dedication to Elena Gokhman
(On the 85th anniversary of her birth)
Saratov, April 20, 2021
Materials of various kinds (texts, sheet music, audio and video, interviews
and articles) about the work of the composer Elena Vladimirovna Gohman (1935–
2010) can be found at the link Elena Gohman website.
Suggestions for the design of articles: font –Times New Roman, size 16, 20
mm equal margins, 1 space between lines; at the beginning indicate the initials and
surname of the author, then the title of the article, at the end provide information
about the author (full name, first name and patronymic, scientific degree and scientific title, place of work). The language is chosen by the author.
Materials are accepted until April 20, 2021 by e-mail alexdem43@mail.ru.
After the final editing of the volumes of the almanac and their publication, the authors will receive an electronic version.
Materials are published free of charge and placed in the RSCI (Russian science citation index), and the Russian book chamber distributes the paper version of
the almanac.
The Chairman of the organizing Committee of the forum is Alexander Demchenko, Dr. Sci. (Arts), Professor of the Saratov Conservatoire, Chief Researcher
and the head of the Center for Comprehensive Art Research.
Responsible secretaries of the organizing committee are Victoria Alesenkova (PhD (Arts), Assistant Professor of the Saratov Conservatoire, Senior researcher
of the Center for Comprehensive Art Research) and Natalia Korolevskaya (PhD
(Arts), Assistant Professor of the Saratov Conservatoire, Senior researcher of the
Center for Comprehensive Art Research).
The forum ends on April 20 at 16.00 (room 52), and on the same day at
18.00 in the Great Hall of the Saratov Conservatory there will be a concert of
works by Elena Gokhman.

